
 

Rabbit Creek Community Council
1057 W. Fireweed Ln. Ste. 100, Anchorage, AK 99503 

 
February 24, 2020 
 
To: MOA, Platting Board 

PO Box 196650 
Anchorage, AK 99619 
Dave Whitfield <WhitfieldDR@ci.anchorage.ak.us>,  
Francis Mclaughlin < McLaughlinfd@muni.org>,  
Brooke Blessing < brooke.blessing@anchorageak.gov >,  
Corliss Kimmel (PZC & UDC) < KimmelCA@muni.org>  

 
From:  Ky Holland, Co Chair Rabbit Creek Community Council 
 
Re:  S-12545, Canyon View Estates proposed plat 
 
The Rabbit Creek Community Council is submitting comments on the S-12545 plat--per condition 13 in AO 
84-235--and after a presentation by the S4 Group at our December meeting and a follow up discussion at our 
February meeting where we were able to review the proposed plat.  We learned after the meeting that one of the 
developers or owners may have been attending the February meeting, but declined to identify his affiliation with 
the project.  
 
S4 presented information on Canyon View Estates on December 12, 2019 at a joint Glen Alps (GACC) and 
Rabbit Creek (RCCC) community councils meeting at which time the RCCC voted to support the GACC 
regarding their concern over drainage and ground water conditions.  
 
The RCCC discussed this plat again at their February 13, 2020 meeting, after obtaining the plat packet and 
maps.  The meeting attendees voted 13 in favor and 1 opposed 1 to the following comments. We would be 
willing to discuss this matter again at our March meeting if there is new or additional information we should 
consider.  
 

1. The RCCC supports the Glen Alps Service Area Board of Supervisors’ Resolution 2020-1, dated 
January 16, 2020.   This resolution calls for ROW dedication of the full 100 foot width of the public 
easement that was purchased with public money, to ensure that drainage and pedestrian needs can be 
met.  This resolution also calls for driveways from interior subdivision roads, not Canyon Road, in 
conformance with MOA’s neighborhood collector standards.  Canyon Road is used by many residents 
from outside the neighborhood because it is a primary access to Chugach State Park. 

 
2. RCCC supports the implementation of non-motorized connectivity shown in the Hillside District Plan 

(HDP) which requires a pedestrian easement and trail parallel to Canyon Road, on the north side of 
Rabbit Creek.  This linkage (generally NW to SE) will provide a safe, separated pathway toward the 
Chugach State Park trailhead.  The HDP also requires a general East to West non-motorized connection 
to Section 36 Park. These easements are not duplicative: one connects to a park per the Section 36 
Master Plan, and the other leads toward Chugach State Park per the HDP.  Both pedestrian connections 
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are required to be dedicated and developed in accordance with Title 21.07.060.D.3.e and E.5, and 
21.08.040.C and D. 

 
3. RCCC supports the developer’s proposed donation of land adjoining the south side of Rabbit Creek to 

the MOA as part of a greenbelt corridor, but not with the developer’s conditions.    
 

The donation of creek-side land matches HDP Goals 5 and 6, regarding Environmental Quality and 
Parks and Open Spaces, and Policies 5-C, Riparian Greenbelt Acquisition Program. However, the 
MOA should not “pay” for this donation through issuance of several variances for Canyon View 
Estates.  The variances would forfeit public access easements and facilities that are required by the 
HDP and Title 21.07.060 and 21.08.040.  This would harm the public interests, including neighborhood 
connectivity and pedestrian safety, and would set a bad precedent.  

 
4. The proposed plat map appears to dedicate an easement from Fairkytes Circle north to Canyon Road, 

but it is not clear and neither is it clear if the easement is to be constructed. This connection is needed to 
facilitate access to the proposed public easement south of the creek and to allow walkers to avoid 
navigating through the Beedee Subdivision.  

 
 
Sincerely 

 
 
Ky Holland 
Co-Chair, RCCC 
rabbitcreekcc@gmail.com 
907.727.2735 
 
cc. Dianne Holmesv (RCCC LUT Committee), Ann Rappoport(RCCC Co Chair), Jess Grunblatt (RCCC LUT 
Committee), Nancy Pease (RCCC LUT Committee) 
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